
 
 

Chemistry Studyguide             Name ______________________ 

       Date ______ Period ________ 

Part I – Matching 

_____1. Matter is made of            A. atoms    

_____2. All beasts need this to survive         B. calorie 

_____3. Does NOT effect enzyme rate         C. chlorophyll 

_____4. Ouch in muscles after running                                 D. egg 

_____5. Producers make oxygen and                                     E. energy 

_____6. Main source of energy, starts with         F. food 

_____7. Green pigment traps radiant energy        G. glucose 

_____8. Stable internal environment           H. lactic acid 

_____9. Energy in food      I. metabolism 

_____10. Term for all chemical processes in beasts  J. oxygen 

_____11. Has carbs, proteins, minerals that we need  K. sun 

_____12. Egg was used for the experiments bc   L. regulation/homeostasis 

 

 

12.(another one      ) After food enters the mouth, put the following in their correct order 

( cells, circulatory system, digestive system)__________________________________ 

 

 Choose the type of digestion as Chemical or Mechanical   

______13. Teeth in mouth grinding food          A. Chemical digestion 

______14. Saliva enzymes change starch to sugar        B. Mechanical/Physical 

______15 Stomach acids and enzymes break down food 

______16. Stomach muscles mix and squeeze food 

 

Demo processes – Match the process with the experiment (1x,2x,3x,or 0x) 

______17. Potato in SALT water                 A. diffusion 

______18. Zimmer Body Spray, or Skunks    B. enzymes 

______19.  Fixing a wilted plant or celery (WATER)   C. osmosis 

______20.   Don’t drink the ocean      D. plasmolysis 

______21.  Tide detergent, Meat tenderizer    E. energeticism 

______22.  White carnations now green with food coloring  

______23. Bread and Crackers turn sweet in your mouth 

______24, Movement of molecules from hi→low..party       

 

25. Yeast are really alive!  How do we know (process?)  Why did we give them sugar? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 
 

Pick the Organic group that BEST fits 

______26. Eggs, fish      A. Carbhoydrates 

______27. Building cell parts, Konecny muscle Ha  B. Lipids (fats) 

______28.  Pasta, Orange juice     C. Proteins 

______29.  “Stored” Energy      D. Nucleic Acids 

______30. Made of Amino Acids 

______31. Info, traits, instruction/boss 

 

32. No kidding, I walked into Price Chopper and they were misting their produce… Why? 

________________________________________________________________ 

32. (another one       ) Can you put a fresh water fish in the ocean? Why or why not? 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Process time.. you got this!  Pick the BEST fit. 

______33. Oxygen used to release ENERGY   A. Photosynthesis 

______34. Light Energy -→ Chemical Energy   B. Respiration 

______36.  Done by Producers (careful) 

______37.  Done by Consumers  

______38.  Occurs in Chloroplast (Chloroophyll) 

______39. Occurs in Mitochondria 

 

I will do the  Solid           You do Liquid and    Gas  

 

 

 

On this diagram below where are the atoms? and where is the compound? 

 

  

 

 

 

In the biosphere picture of Jacques and Parsley       What do they give each other? 

 

       Grams of Fat if you ate the whole box?__ 

 


